LOWER SIDEWALL CONNECTIONS ALL MUST USE FLEXIBLE FITTINGS

NOTE:

1. THIS IS A COMPUTER GENERATED DWG. DO NOT REVISE BY HAND.
2. DIMENSIONS WILL VARY ±3% DUE TO VARIATIONS IN MULTIPLE MOLDS & CONDITIONS PREVALENT DURING MANUFACTURE & USAGE.
3. MOLDED IN GallONAGE MARKERS @ APPROX. 9' IN 100 GAL INCREMENTS UP TO 900 GAL & 1' IN 50 GAL INCREMENTS IN BETWEEN CENTRAL REGION.
4. 5' WIDE MOLDED IN GallONAGE MARKERS @ APPROX. 13' IN 50 GAL. INCREASES UP TO 900 GAL AVOID WHEN FITTING EASTERN REGION.

STANDARD COVER: 17" CAP/BUTTER-LESS THR'D BLACK PE STOCK NO. 4558

NOTE: MUST USE FLEXIBLE CONNECTIONS ALL LOWER SIDEWALL FITTINGS

905 GALLON UPRIGHT TANK